“The ease of use with Emsi’s software is really awesome. Just being able to go in and click a couple of buttons, type in a SOC code, and have all the data pop up is really nice.”

— KELLEY RING, SAN DIEGO WORKFORCE PARTNERSHIP
Some ways we help workforce boards:

**KNOW WHAT’S IN-DEMAND**
Understand the in-demand industries that drive your region—as well as the occupations and skills needed in those industries—with our detailed local data.

**UNDERSTAND CAREER PATHWAYS, PLANNING, AND SKILLS**
Look at skills transferability between occupations, see local employers’ skills needs, and analyze real-world career progressions via our résumé database.

**BOLSTER BUSINESS SERVICES AND ENGAGEMENT**
Target employers within your region’s driver industries using our business listings and job posting analytics—and head to meetings with insights into their labor market needs.

**ANALYZE REAL-TIME DATA**
Get a pulse on the jobs that local employers are actively seeking to fill with our job postings analytics.

**EVALUATE AND ALIGN PROGRAMS**
Evaluate local gaps and surpluses in training and education in a matter of minutes and better align programs based on local workforce needs.

**SUPPORT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT**
Become an integral partner for attracting and retaining local businesses by responding to workforce data requests quickly and efficiently.

**DEVELOP RAPID RESPONSE STRATEGIES**
Know the potential impacts of employer layoffs and how best to transition displaced workers to careers that fit their existing skill sets—or quickly find new opportunities if they’re looking for a change.